A La Carte Detailing*
Carpet Shampoo - $50.00

Hot water extraction removes all traces of dust, dirt,
soils and spotting from carpeted surfaces
Includes floor mat cleaning at no additional charge.
*Oversized (3 row) vehicle add $20.00*

Upholstery Shampoo - $50.00

Hot water extraction removes all traces of dust, dirt,
soils and spotting from seats and upholstered surfaces.
*Oversized (3 row) vehicle add $20.00*

Leather Conditioning - $50.00

LEXOL brand cleaners and conditioners clean, restore, and
protect your leather surfaces using all natural formulations
for the best in leather preservation.
*Oversized (3 row) vehicle add $20.00*

Interior Vinyl Treatment - $30.00

Meguiar's vinyl conditioner restores plastic and vinyl
surfaces to a line-new condition and provides ample
protection against UV and environmental damage.
Leaves surfaces clean with no greasy residue.
*Larger vehicles add $10.00*

Microfiber Hand Wash - $40.00

The absolute best way to wash your vehicle by hand. Our
facility utilizes the most advanced techniques and the finest
car washing soaps available.
*Larger vehicles add $10.00 or more*

Touch-Up Paint - $40+

We can mix most colors right here on-site to protect your
exposed paint chips and deep scratches.

Paintless Dent Repair - $50+

We can remove those dents and door dings same day without
the hassle of dealing with a body shop.

Wheel Repair, Polishing
& Powder Coating - $100+*

We can bring your OEM wheels back to "showroom
condition" at a fraction of the cost of replacement.

Estimates & Special Requests:
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
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BRIGHTON AUTO DETAILING

has been a locally owned and operated since 1995.
Brighton has a full service car wash, a professional
detail center, mobile detailing service and now helping
others in our industry to get to our level of detailing
with professional training and seminars. We strive to
give our clients the best possible car care experience
and look foward to a lifelong business relationship
based on trust, experience and complete satisfaction.
Prices may change at any time.

630-453-5676

www.BrightonAutoDetailing.com

2108 W. Ferry Rd. #101

630-453-5676
Iron Gate Motor Plaza

www.BrightonAutoDetailing.com
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$120 - Complete Interior*
Interior Vinyl Cleaning and Conditioning

$100 - Carnauba Wax*

The Price*

Specialized Pre-Wash

Complete Interior Treatment
Starts at $120.00 (most cars)

Provides a thorough cleaning and a glossy, non greasy
coating to all vinyl surfaces including dash, consoles, cup
holders, vents, steering wheel and door panels. Microfiber
applicators and towels are always used to minimize
marring on all surfaces.

Will remove old wax, tar, bugs,
and other above-surface contaminants**

Leather Treatment

Engine Surface Cleaning

Clean, protect and beautify your leather surfaces.

Carpet and Upholstery Shampoo

Utilizing the industry standard "Hot Water Extraction"
method and finest cleaning solutions available, this
treatment will remove all traces of soiling, dust, dirt and
spotting from your vehicle's interior carpet, floor mats*,
and upholstered surfaces.

"Soft N' Foamy" Car Wash

Heavy -Duty Wheel Cleaning
To remove built up brake dust

"Soft N' Foamy" Car Wash
Hand-Applied Carnauba Paste Wax
For shine, protection and durability

ADD Iron Removal (rail dust) - $40.00 & up
Highly recommended for white/silver or lighter colored
paints that have orange dots present. (optional)

This antimicrobial solution will neutralize bacteria
present from spills, vomit, and more.

3M Scotchgard™ Protection - $20.00 & up
Block stains and repel water and oils. Powerful barrier
causes liquids to bead up on the fabric surface for easy
cleanup.

Ozone Odor Removal - $40.00

Our Ozone-Generating ION machine will neutralize
airborne odors in your vehicle's cabin and air circulation
system.

Advanced Odor/Sanitation - $90.00/hr

Customized services include interior disassembly /
carpet replacement / flood reclamation, milk spill
remediation and more!
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Larger Vehicles + $20.00

Carnauba Wax + Complete Interior
Starts at $200.00* (most cars)

Small SUV's, Crossovers, Lift backs + $20.00
Large SUV's, 3 Row Vehicles, Vans + $40.00

Glaze n' Seal Treatment
Starts at $250.00 (most cars)
Glaze n' Seal + Complete Interior
Starts at $350.00* (most cars)

Products are from Meguiar's Professional Line.
*Additional Floor Mats, $10.00 set of 4*
Add $25 to Service for hand wash service @ Ferry Rd.

MicroBan™ Disinfectant - $20.00 & up

Carnauba Wax Treatment
Starts at $100.00* (most cars)

Larger Vehicles + $20.00/$40.00

Including streak-free glass cleaning,
quick vacuum of the interior.

Additional Interior Services Available*

Small SUV's, Crossovers, Lift backs + $20.00
Large SUV's, 3 Row Vehicles, Vans + $40.00

Small SUV's, Crossovers, Lift backs + $20.00
Large SUV's, 3 Row Vehicles, Vans + $40.00

$250 - Glaze n' Seal*
Everything from the
"Carnauba Wax Treatment"

PLUS+

Machine Glazing

To improve surface appearance, enhance gloss, and
reduce "swirl/hologram" effect.

High-Quality Synthetic Polymer Sealant

Used in lieu of paste wax for added durability and long
lasting protection (4-6 months)

ADD Iron Removal (rail dust) - $40.00 & up
Highly recommended for white/silver or lighter colored
paints that have orange dots present. (optional)
**Remediation of Excessive Road Tar/Sap/Other
Contamination will require extra charges,
Done by visual estimate, never just a phone quote**

*Please Remove all Personal Belongings*
*Not Responsible For Items Left In Vehicle*
*All Services subject to additional charge based on
size, condition, soiling level and other factors*

Also Available*
Headlight Restoration - $60 for 1 / $100 for 2
Using a multi-step sanding, polishing and sealing
procedure, we are able to restore even the most faded
headlights. This not only improves appearance, but safety
and visibility as well.

Convertible Top Treatment - $30.00

Specialized cleaners will gently remove built up dirt from
cloth or vinyl tops. A hydrophobic sealer is then applied
to repel dirt, oils and water

Paint Correction Services- $95.00/hr

Scratch repair, touch up painting, isolated spot polishing.
Please inquire for more details
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